An automated optical biosensor system based on fluorescence excitation and detection in the evanescent field of a quartz fiber was used to detect 16-mer oligonucleotides in DNA hybridization assays. A biotinylated capture probe was immobilized on the fiber surface via avidin or streptavidin. The hybridization with fluorescein-labeled complementary strands was monitored in real time by fluorescence detection. The double strands formed by hybridization methods can be applied, for example, in human DNA fingerprinting: state of the science. The principle of the evanescent field sensing enables the detection of fluorophores exclusively in the close proximity of the optical fiber. The maximum penetration depth of the evanescent field into the surrounding medium is of the order of some hundred nanometers, allowing detection of the affinity partners which are bound to immobilized recognition elements. Fluorophores outside

The detection of small variations in the sequence of nucleic acids becomes more and more important, e.g., for the detection of point mutations for the diagnosis of genetic diseases. The capability of DNA and RNA fragments to recognize and bind selectively to complementary arranged nucleotides at other nucleic acids forms an ideal basis for in vitro diagnostic tests. Thus, hybridization methods with nucleic acids as biological recognition elements are a promising supplement to immunoassays: the specificity of nucleic acids for the target analyte can be controlled more easily than that of other biological recognition elements. Hybridization methods can be applied, for example, in human

and veterinary medicine, for food quality control, in environmental protection, and in forensic science. Hybridization methods used today, such as microtitre plates or gel-based methods, are usually quite slow, requiring hours to days to produce reliable results. Biosensors offer a promising alternative for much faster hybridization assays. Biosensors, which are presently being developed for the detection of DNA, are mostly based on surface acoustic wave, electrochemical and optical transducers. First biosensor systems based on surface plasmon resonance, resonant mirror, grating couplers, and electrochemiluminescence are already commercially available.

We were using a fiber-optic sensor based on fluorescence excitation and detection in the evanescent field, to detect 16-mer oligonucleotides as a model system. To perform DNA hybridization assays, a capture probe was immobilized on the fiber surface, and the hybridization with fluorescein-labeled complementary strands was monitored by fluorescence detection.

The principle of the evanescent field sensing enables the detection of fluorophores exclusively in the close proximity of the optical fiber. The maximum penetration depth of the evanescent field into the surrounding medium is of the order of some hundred nanometers, allowing detection of the affinity partners which are bound to immobilized recognition elements. Fluorophores outside
of the evanescent field do not contribute to the emission signal. This allows real-time monitoring of the association and dissociation of analytes during the measurement.20

In the future nonisotopic labels,21,22 such as luminescent markers, have a good chance to replace radiolabels by providing the same or even superior sensitivity but with a reduced disposal problem and better shelf life. Additionally, the handling of nonisotopic labels is considerably safer and therefore does not require specially equipped and certified laboratories. A series of nonisotopic labels, which can be coupled to biomolecules, is already commercially available.23

Oligonucleotides are particularly well suited as biological recognition elements. They can be synthesized in a very short time and are available as single-stranded molecules. Every desired base sequence can be chosen for synthesis, making gene probe based tests widely applicable to any complementary sequence of interest.24 Once double strands (hybrids) are formed, they can be dissociated by heating or chemical treatment. The regeneration of the sensor surface forms the basis of reusable nucleic acid biosensors.

Reusable biosensors have some advantages compared to sensors that are used for only one measurement. The required working steps and time to obtain a reliable result can be reduced and a calibration curve can be applied for a whole series of measurements. A fully automated fluid and data handling system combined with a regenerable biosensor will allow an increase in measurements. A fully automated fluid and data handling system and a calibration curve can be applied for a whole series of working steps and time to obtain a reliable result can be reduced compared to traditional methods.25

Piumno et al. recently described a similar fiber optic DNA sensor for fluorometric nucleic acid determination.25 By using ethidium bromide as a fluorescent DNA stain and covalent attachment of the capture probe (dT30) to the sensor surface, they achieved a sensitivity of 86 ng/mL DNA, using an assay cycle time of 45 min. With the sensor system described in our work, a labeled oligonucleotide can be detected to 1.3 pg/mL DNA, using an incubation time of 60 min. This is almost 105 times more sensitive than their system and at least 102 times more sensitive for competitive hybridization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. The synthetic oligonucleotides were obtained from Micosynth (Balgach, Switzerland) and PAGE purified. The affinity purified avidin and streptavidin, the biotin-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) and the fluorescein-labeled biotin were purchased from Sigma (St Louis, Mo). Fluorescein-labeled avidin and sulfosuccinimidyl-6-(biotinamido)hexanoate (NHS-LC-biotin) were obtained from Pierce (Oud Beijerland, The Netherlands). (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTS) and mercaptomethylidimethylmethylethoxysilane (MDS) were purchased from Petrack (Bristol, PA). Chloroform, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), methanol, nitric acid (65%), poly(acrylic acid) 5100 sodium salt, sodium azide, disodium hydrogen phosphate, tolue, Tween 20, and urea were obtained from Merck (Zurich, Switzerland) or Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) and were all of analytical grade. The phosphate buffer (pH 7, containing 0.04 M Na2HPO4 and 0.03 M KH2PO4) and the deionized water (purified by a filter system from Millipore) were obtained from internal sources.

Instrumentation. The instrumental setup of the fiber optic evanescent wave sensor was previously described by Glass et al.26 and combined with an automated fluid handling system.27 An argon ion laser (Spectra-Physics, M odel 161 C), emitting at 488 nm, was used as an excitation light source, matching the optimal excitation wavelength of fluorescein. The emission light was detected by a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu, M odel HC 120–05). The quartz fiber was mounted in a temperature-controlled flow-through cell (built in-house) with a cell volume of 70 µL. Two water baths with different temperatures (switchable by a six-port valve) were applied to change in a short time between the hybridization temperature and the temperature for thermal regeneration. The water bath temperature was adjusted in steps of 5 °C and measured in separate experiments in the flow-through cell at an adequate flow rate using an electric thermometer (Testoterm, M odel testo901). The fiber optic sensor was exposed to a flow stream (typical flow rates, 0.5–2 mL/min) using four piston pumps (M etrohm, M odel 665). The four piston pumps were used to dispense the hybridization buffer, the tracer, the sample, and the regeneration solution. A 75 µL dynamic mixing chamber (Portmann Instruments), between the flow-through cell and the piston pumps, was used to mix the flow streams before applying them to the sensor. The instrumental setup was controlled by a software program that allowed it to run fully automated assay cycles and data collection. The software program was written in-house and named FOBIA, as an acronym for fiber optic biospecific interaction analysis.

Preparation of the DNA Sensor. Polished quartz fibers with a length of 65 mm and a diameter of 1 mm were obtained from Ensign-Bickford Optics (Avon, CT) and cleaned by sonication in 65% HNO3 for 30 min, followed by washing steps in deionized water until pH neutrality. The silica surface was silanized either with APTS (aminosilanized fibers) or MDS (thiol-silanized fibers). For the preparation of aminosilanized fibers, freshly cleaned fibers were immersed for 15 min in a stirred solution consisting of 300 mL of toluene, 30 µL of Tween 20, 300 µL of deionized water, and 300 µL of APTS, followed by rinsing in deionized water. Thiol-silanized fibers were prepared by gas phase silanization for 2 days at 180 °C and 10 mbar using 1 mL of MDS. The quartz fibers were biotinylated either by coupling NHS-LC-biotin59 covalently to aminosilanized fibers or by binding biotinylated BSA hydrophobically to thiol-silanized fibers. For the biotinylation, silanized fibers were immersed in 0.1 mg/mL NHS-LC-biotin in 0.1 M bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.5) for 3 h at room temperature or in 1 mg/mL biotinylated BSA in 70 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) overnight at 4 °C, respectively. Then, avidin or streptavidin was bound to the fiber surface by incubating the biotinylated fibers overnight at 4 °C in 70 µL of a solution containing 2.5 mg/mL (strept)avidin and 40 mg/mL Tween 20 in 70 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7). Biotinylated capture probes were bound to

immobilized (strept)avidin by incubating freshly prepared fibers overnight at 4 °C in 70 µL of a solution containing 100 µg/mL 16*B or 16*TEGB (Table 1) in 70 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7), resulting in fiber surfaces as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Before performing an assay, the optical fibers with immobilized oligonucleotides were rinsed in deionized water, blown dry with a stream of nitrogen and inserted into the flow-through cell.

**Hybridization of Immobilized DNA.** Table 1 shows the model systems which were used for the hybridization assays. The immobilized capture probe 16*B or 16*TEGB was hybridized with the complementary strands 16*CFl (tracer DNA) and 16*C (target DNA). In order to determine the amount of nonspecific binding, a noncomplementary, fluorescein-labeled 20-mer oligonucleotide 20*Fl was used.

The DNA hybridization assays were performed in four steps, as illustrated in Figure 2: (1) equilibration of the fiber surface (pH, temperature, etc.), (2) hybridization, (3) washing, and (4) regeneration.

As a hybridization buffer, a solution containing the components shown in Table 2 was used. Poly(acrylic acid) 5100 sodium salt and Tween 20 were used to prevent nonspecific binding caused by ionic or hydrophobic interaction.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Thermal and Chemical Regeneration.** Initial DNA hybridization assays were measured using assay cycles with a duration
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mobilized capture probe 16*B could be observed in real time by the increasing fluorescence signal during the hybridization step. The dissociation, observed as a slight decrease of the fluorescence signal during the washing step, was very slow, indicating a high stability of the formed DNA hybrids. The chemical regeneration results in a much faster dissociation of the DNA hybrids into single strands and in a more stable baseline compared to the thermal regeneration. The reproducibility of the net signal of 35 consecutive assay cycles (using the experimental conditions described above) was also improved by using the chemical instead of the thermal regeneration (results not shown).

At the beginning of the chemical regeneration, a short signal peak can be observed, caused by the change in the refractive index of the hybridization buffer (=1.34) and the 50% urea solution (=1.41). Using a refractive index of 1.00 for air and 1.46 for the quartz fiber, the critical external incident angle can be calculated as 36.1° for the hybridization buffer and 21.9° for the 50% urea solution. The laser beam can only be guided through the optical fiber by total internal reflection when the applied incident angle is smaller than the critical incident angle. In the experiments done in this work, an external incident angle of 33.5° was applied. Consequently, the laser beam is only guided through the fiber while the fiber is surrounded by the hybridization buffer. As long as both the hybridization buffer and the regeneration solution are in the sample cell, light scattering occurs causing the signal peak at the beginning of the regeneration step.

**Hybridization Temperature.** The effect of different hybridization temperatures (between 23 and 56 °C) on the hybridization ability was tested, by applying assay cycles of 33 min duration (3 min equilibration, 15 min hybridization with 10 nM 16*CFl, 10 min washing, and 5 min chemical regeneration), at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The net fluorescence signal was determined at the 21st min of an assay cycle. The capture probe 16*B was immobilized via NHS-LC-biotin and avidin.

During the washing step, the dissociation of the formed DNA hybrids into single strands could be observed as a function of the hybridization temperature. The corresponding dissociation rates \( \ln(k_{\text{off}}) \) were fitted by using a single-exponential eq 1 and were

\[
I(t) = A e^{-k_{\text{off}} t}
\]

in the range of 5.5 \( \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1} \) \( \leq k_{\text{off}} \leq 7.9 \times 10^{-4} \) s\(^{-1} \) for 23 °C < \( T_{\text{hyb}} < 49 \) °C. The relatively slow dissociation rates at higher temperatures indicate a high stability of the formed double strands.

More information about the dissociation process was obtained by plotting the fitted dissociation rates as a function of the measured hybridization temperatures \( (T_{\text{hyb}}) \). The resulting Arrhenius plot (Figure 5) showed Arrhenius-type behavior in a temperature range of 23 °C < \( T_{\text{hyb}} < 49 \) °C. From the slope, an activation energy of \( E_a = 89.5 \) kJ/mol was determined for the dissociation of the double-stranded DNA hybrids into single strands. This activation energy is too small for the simultaneous separation of the 16 base paired duplex. Therefore, the number of base pairs involved in the strand separation might be 2–3, assuming that the activation energy of the individual base pair separation is about 40 kJ/mol and the melting of several base pairs is the rate-limiting step of the overall dissociation process, as proposed by Ikuta et al.\(^{30} \)\(^{31} \)

**Short Assay Cycles and Nonspecific Binding.** The coupling of the biotinylated capture probe with the 5'-end to immobilized avidin or streptavidin allows the formation of stable DNA hybrids on the fiber surface, as demonstrated above. Combined with the chemical regeneration the duration of an assay cycle could be reduced to 3 min, as illustrated in Figure 6. In order to increase the selectivity of hybridization,\(^{32} \) a hybridization temperature of 32.9 °C was chosen. By using flow rates of 2 mL/ min and a 10 nM 16*CFl solution for the hybridization, a net signal of more than 1300 mV was observed. The baseline was very stable, with a signal variation of ±8.6 mV. The amount of nonspecific binding, measured with a noncomplementary fluorescein-labeled 20-mer oligonucleotide 20*Fl, was 1.3% compared with the specific binding signal.

**Four Hundred Consecutive Assay Cycles.** Four hundred consecutive assay cycles were measured, in order to study the
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**Footnotes:**


biotin and avidin. The capture probe 16*B was immobilized via NHS-LC-biotin and avidin.

Alternated. The complementary and noncomplementary oligonucleotide was used for the experiment illustrated in Figure 6, whereas the incubation with the complementary and noncomplementary oligonucleotide was alternated. The sensor response labeled noncomplementary oligonucleotide 20*Fl. The capture probe dotted line shows the amount of nonspecific binding of a fluorescein-labeled noncomplementary oligonucleotide 20*Fl.

The gradual signal loss in consecutive assay cycles can be described by the decay constant $k_{5}$ (32.9 °C) = (1.44 ± 0.01) x $10^{-4}$ s⁻¹, corresponding to a signal loss of 0.16%/per assay cycle and a reduction of the initial net signal to 50% after 218 cycles. The measured net signals $I(t)_{exp}$ can be corrected to $I(t)_{corr}$ by using eq 2.

$$I(t)_{corr} = I(t)_{exp} e^{-k_{5}t} \quad (2)$$

The corrected net signals could be fitted by a straight line with a relative standard deviation of 2.4%. The amount of nonspecific binding during the 400 consecutive assay cycles was between 1 and 2%

**Sensor Stability.** For all the hybridization experiments described so far, the biotinylated capture probe 16*B was immobilized using aminosilanized fibers, NHS-LC-biotin, and avidin or streptavidin. With respect to stability, reproducibility, signal intensities, and nonspecific binding, no significant differences were found between utilizing avidin or streptavidin for the immobilization of the capture probe.

In a next step, 16*B was immobilized using thiol-silanized fibers, biotinylated BSA, and avidin. The stability of the immobilization of the capture probe was tested, using assay cycles with a duration of 38 min (5 min equilibration, 15 min hybridization, 15 min washing, and 3 min chemical regeneration) performed with systems 1–4 (Figure 8), using a hybridization temperature of 33.7 °C at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. During the hybridization step, the hybridization buffer (systems 1–3) or a 10 nM 16*CFI solution (system 4) was applied.

Table 3. Calculated Values ($k_{3}$–$k_{5}$) of the Signal Loss from the Curves Illustrated in Figure 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>$k_{3}$, fluorescin–avidin</th>
<th>$k_{4}$, fluorescin–biotin</th>
<th>$k_{5}$, 16*Fl</th>
<th>$k_{4}$, 16*TEGB</th>
<th>$k_{5}$, 16*TEGB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(4.84 ± 0.20) x $10^{-7}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(2.01 ± 0.03) x $10^{-6}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(2.33 ± 0.03) x $10^{-3}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(1.03 ± 0.05) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(2.33 ± 0.05) x $10^{-4}$s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(2.54 ± 0.05) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(1.03 ± 0.05) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(2.68 ± 0.06) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(2.54 ± 0.05) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
<td>(1.03 ± 0.05) x $10^{-5}$s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(6.3 x $10^{-8}$s⁻¹)</td>
<td>(1.1 x $10^{-7}$s⁻¹)</td>
<td>(6.3 x $10^{-8}$s⁻¹)</td>
<td>(1.1 x $10^{-7}$s⁻¹)</td>
<td>(6.3 x $10^{-8}$s⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{4}$, 16*TEGB is corresponding to system 4 by using 16*TEGB instead of 16*B as a capture probe. The hybridization temperature was 33.7 °C.
The values of \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) represent the dissociation rates of the avidin–biotin affinity system at a temperature of 33.7 °C and are of an order of magnitude similar to values given in the literature. The affinity constant of the avidin–biotin system is \( K = 10^{15} \) M\(^{-1}\), whereas the dissociation rate is given as \( k_{\text{off}} = 6.3 \times 10^{-8} \) s\(^{-1}\) for native biotin (Figure 10a) and \( k_{\text{off}} = 1.1 \times 10^{-7} \) s\(^{-1}\) for a biotin derivative with a spacer arm as illustrated in Figure 10b, at a temperature of 25 °C.

The values of \( k_3 \) to \( k_5 \) were much higher than the dissociation rate of the avidin–biotin system. The influence of the regeneration time on the signal loss was tested by applying a 50% (w/w) aqueous urea solution for 10 instead of 3 min. The resulting values of \( k_3 \) to \( k_5 \) were not affected by using a longer regeneration time, which indicates that the signal loss is not caused by the regeneration step. If denaturation of the proteins BSA or avidin, resulting in inaccessibility of the capture probe for complementary strands, would be responsible for the signal loss, \( k_3 \) should be much slower than \( k_4 \) and \( k_5 \). A digestion of the nucleic acids by nucleases is also unlikely, because of the reproducibility of the signal loss and the absence of any indication for enzymatic degradation of immobilized oligonucleotides, when other immobilization methods were applied. The structure of the biotinylated capture probe 16°B is shown in Figure 10c. By comparing the structure of the spacer arm of this derivative with the spacer arm of the fluorescein-labeled biotin (Figure 10b) or with the structure of native biotin (Figure 10a), we hypothesized that the structural difference could be the reason for a higher dissociation rate of the biotin derivatives used in the systems 3–5 (16°B and 16°BFl).

In order to improve the sensor stability, 16°TEGB as another capture probe with a triethylene glycol (TEG) spacer arm between
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Figure 10. (a) Structure of native biotin, also known as vitamin H. (b) Fluorescein-labeled biotin derivative, which was used for measuring the dissociation kinetics of biotin bound to the fiber surface via avidin. (c) Structure of the biotinylated capture probe 16°B. (d) Structure of the biotinylated capture probe 16°TEGB with a triethylene glycol spacer between the capture probe and the biotin.
the complementary fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotide was determined as $2.0 \times 10^{-13}$ M, corresponding to 24 fmol or 1.3 pg/mL 16'CFl. Based on this dose–response curve, an assay working range of nearly five decades ($10^{-13}$–$10^{-8}$ M) can be achieved.

With a new fiber, using 16*TEGB as a capture probe, a dose–response curve was generated for the detection of the complementary unlabeled target DNA 16'C. In competitive hybridization assays the target DNA was incubated for 60 min at concentrations between 0 and 100 nM 16'C, whereas each concentration was measured three times. The tracer DNA was incubated simultaneously with the target DNA by using a constant tracer DNA concentration of 10 nM 16*CFl.

After correction for the signal loss, the resulting average net signals, together with the corresponding standard deviations, are plotted as a function of the logarithmic value of the target DNA concentration (Figure 12).

The detection limit for the competitive hybridization with the complementary unlabeled oligonucleotide was determined to be $1.1 \times 10^{-9}$ M, which corresponds to 132 pmol or 660 pg/mL 16'C. The working range for the competitive hybridization assay covered two decades ($10^{-9}$–$10^{-7}$ M). The average standard deviation of all measurements was 4.2%. For improved sensitivity of the competitive hybridization, the amount of binding sites on the sensor surface would have to be reduced and the tracer DNA concentration would have to be optimized.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Biotinylated capture probes could be immobilized on optical fibers using the (strept)avidin–biotin affinity system. Hybridization with a complementary DNA strand resulted in stable double helices, which could be dissociated efficiently with a 50% urea solution for chemical regeneration of the sensor surface. This allowed us to perform short assay cycles, with a duration of 3 min or even less, and to perform hundreds of consecutive assay cycles with the same fiber. The chemical regeneration of the sensor surface was so efficient that the background signal did not significantly increase, even after hundreds of assay cycles. The signal loss during consecutive assay cycles was nearly single exponential, which simplifies the application of a signal correction. Additionally, the signal loss was independent of the concentration of tracer DNA and target DNA employed, allowing measurement of different analyte concentrations, which can all be corrected for the signal loss by the same correction function.

No significant differences in the sensor stability and the sensor performance were found by immobilizing the biotin either covalently or hydrophobically on the sensor surface or by using avidin or streptavidin for the immobilization of the biotinylated capture probe.

The automated fluid and data handling system, combined with the multioscope DNA sensor, permits analysis of a high number of samples, with a high reproducibility and the possibility of monitoring the binding events directly during the measurement. By applying longer assay cycles, with an incubation time of 60 min, a fluorescein-labeled complementary 16-mer oligonucleotide could be detected to a concentration of $2.0 \times 10^{-13}$ M (24 fmol), with an assay working range spanning almost five decades ($10^{-13}$–$10^{-8}$ M). Competitive hybridization assays were performed for the detection of unlabeled complementary 16-mer oligonucleotide, by applying a 10 nM tracer DNA concentration, resulting in a detection limit of $1.1 \times 10^{-9}$ M (132 pmol).
Nevertheless, the achieved sensitivity is not yet sufficient for all applications, and further efforts have to be made to improve the sensitivity and stability of the DNA sensor. A hybridization assay, e.g., for the direct detection of a specific genomic sequence of an infectious disease, would need a sensitivity allowing detection of $10^4$–$10^5$ copies of a specific target DNA. With the sensitivity achieved, it was possible to detect about $10^{10}$ oligonucleotides; i.e., the sensitivity of the DNA sensor is not yet sufficient for in vitro diagnostic tests. There are some possibilities to increase the sensitivity of the DNA sensor further, e.g., by decreasing the used sample volume during the hybridization step or by applying an amplification system, such as multilabeling. In addition, an amplification system prior to the detection could be applied, such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR also allows labeling of DNA with fluorescein or another marker during amplification.

Abbreviations:

- 16*, 16-mer oligonucleotide
- APTS, (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane
- B, biotin
- BSA, bovine serum albumin
- C, complementary DNA strand
- EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
- Fl, fluorescein
- FOBIA, fiber-optic biospecific interaction analysis
- LC, long chain
- MDS, mercaptomethyldimethylethoxysilane
- NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide
- PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
- PCR, polymerase chain reaction
- TEG, triethylene glycol
- $T_m$, melting temperature
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